Osteopenia and Total Disc Prosthesis Subsidence: Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria for Total Disc Replacement
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ABSTRACT

Background
Prosthetic subsidence is an adverse event of disc arthroplasty with a total disc prosthesis. Factors affecting prosthetic subsidence are (1) the size of the prosthetic endplate (footprint), (2) amount of load applied to the spine, and (3) compressive strength of the vertebral bone. The size of the prosthetic endplate has been addressed adequately in the development of the current generation of total disc prostheses. However, little information is available on the relation between osteopenia (low bone mineral density [BMD]) and prosthetic subsidence. We evaluated the relation between osteopenia and compressive strength of vertebral bone and propose an inclusion/exclusion guideline for disc arthroplasty in the presence of osteopenia.

Methods
This study was based on previously published data by C.K. Lee on bone mineral density, contact surface area, and applied load that emphasized the critical contact surface area required to prevent subsidence. The study included 35 cadaveric vertebral bones (representing ages 38–68) that were evaluated via quantitative computed tomography for BMD and subjected to nondestructive and destructive tests for compressive strength of the vertebral bones. The relationship of osteopenia to prosthetic subsidence was evaluated from the data.

Results
Patients with average BMD \(0.137 \text{ g/cm}^3\) require a minimum contact surface area of \(6.5 \text{ cm}^2\) for the physiologic load of 2500 N. Patients with a BMD of up to 1 SD below the average will require \(9.1 \text{ cm}^2\) of contact area for the same load. Patients with a BMD of up to 2 SD below the average will require \(13 \text{ cm}^2\) of contact area.

Discussion
The average endplate surface area of small disc prostheses is about \(6.5–8 \text{ cm}^2\), which is enough to tolerate normal physiologic load for patients with normal BMD. Patients with BMD of 2 SD below the average will require a disc prosthesis with an endplate surface area greater than \(12.75 \text{ cm}^2\) to tolerate normal physiologic load. The largest size of prosthetic endplate of the currently available disc prostheses is about \(11 \text{ cm}^2\); therefore, patients with BMD below 2 SD will have a high risk of subsidence, and these patients should be excluded for disc arthroplasty. Patients with BMD between \(-1.5 \text{ SD} \text{ and } -2.0 \text{ SD}\) may be included for disc arthroplasty only when they can receive the large size of prosthesis with greater than \(10.5 \text{ cm}^2\) prosthetic endplates.

Conclusions
All patients should be evaluated preoperatively with BMD measurement. Patients with a BMD of up to \(1.5 \text{ SD} \text{ below the average can be included for total disc arthroplasty. Patients with BMD of 2 SD below the average should be excluded for total disc arthroplasty, and patients with BMD of 1.5–2 SD below the average should be carefully evaluated for the appropriate size of the prosthesis prior to the surgery.}


INTRODUCTION
Subsidence of total disc prosthesis is an adverse event of disc arthroplasty that may range from subtle subsidence to a disastrous vertebral bone fracture underneath the disc prosthesis. The 3 most important factors affecting prosthetic subsidence are (1) the size of the prosthetic endplate (footprint), (2) amount of load to the spine, and (3) compressive strength of the vertebral bone. The relationship between these 3 factors has been studied and the importance of the critical contact surface area (footprint) has been well recognized in the past.\(^1\) However, little
The importance of prosthetic endplate size for current disc prostheses. Patients with bone mineral density (BMD) no more than 1.5 SD below average will be able to tolerate physiologic load for any size of prosthetic endplates between 8 cm² and 11 cm². No patient with BMD more than 2 SD below average will tolerate physiologic load even with the largest size of prosthetic endplate. Patients with BMD between –1.5 SD and –2 SD will tolerate physiologic load only when they receive prosthetic endplates greater than 10 cm² in area. Patients in this range of BMD who receive endplates less than 10 cm² in size will most likely develop subsidence (risk over 80%).

RESULTS
The results of the current evaluation are shown in Figure 1. The current generation of disc prostheses has a prosthetic endplate size of 8–11 cm². The ranges that I was interested in (indicated by bold rectangular lines in Figure 1) are the contact surface area between 8 cm² and 11 cm², the physiologic load of 2000–3000 N, and BMD of normal to 3 SD below normal. Patients with BMD between the average and –1.5 SD can receive any size of disc prosthesis with the prosthetic endplates sizes ranging between 8 cm² and 11 cm² and will be able to tolerate 2500 N. Patients with BMD below –2.0 SD (indicated by D1, D2, and D3 in Figure 1) will not tolerate the physiologic load even with the largest endplate size of currently available disc prostheses. Patients with BMD between –1.5 SD and –2.0 SD can tolerate a load of 2500 N only when they receive a disc prosthesis with the largest (11 cm²) endplate size (indicated by C3 in Figure 1). However, patients with BMD between –1.5 SD and –2.0 SD will not tolerate physiologic load if they receive an endplate size smaller than 10.5 cm², because of a small vertebral body (indicated by C1 and C2 in Figure 1).

DISCUSSION
The incidence of subsidence of disc prosthesis was high (35%) given the small endplate size of the Charité disc prosthesis I and II. The incident rate has decreased significantly with the larger endplate size of the Charité III (originally manufactured by Waldemar Link GmbH & Co, Hamburg, Germany; now by DePuy Spine, Raynham, Mass.).² The importance of prosthetic endplate size has been well recognized.² Endplate size among the current generation of total disc prostheses ranges from 8 cm² to 11 cm² for the small, medium, and large sizes. The incident rate for the current generation of total disc prostheses is not well documented, but it is estimated to be 3% to 5% for 3 mm or more subsidence.³ Considering the normal disc height is about 12 mm, subsidence of 3 mm represents a loss of 25% of the disc height. Subsidence of this magnitude may significantly alter the biomechanics of the segment. Sporadic reports have been made of disastrous subsidence, including vertebral bone fractures, after total disc arthroplasty.

At present, no clear guidelines exist for inclusion/exclusion criteria for osteopenia. Although osteoporosis has been listed as an exclusion criterion in most clinical studies for disc arthroplasty, there is no clear recommendation of preoperative workups for BMD measurement.

This biomechanical study was conducted with decortication of the thin vertebral endplate to ensure the best contact surface area with the loading block. The thin cortical endplate contributes only 10%–15% of the compressive strength,⁴,⁵ and most of the compressive strength of the vertebral body is supported by the cancellous bone structures. Milling of the cortical endplates reduces compressive strength by about 10% but produces a greater amount of contact surface area with the prosthetic endplate. The surface of the vertebral endplate is very irregular and has a variable degree of concavity.⁶ If a flat-surfaced prosthetic endplate is fitted onto the unmilled, irregularly-shaped concave curvature of the vertebral endplate, the contact surface area will be very small at the periphery of the prosthetic endplate. Even with a large prosthetic endplate, the contact surface area with the concave and irregular surface of the vertebral bony endplate will be very small. Proper design...
of the prosthetic endplate or contouring of the vertebral bony endplate will increase the contact surface area between bone and prosthesis.

The average size of the vertebral endplate of the lumbar spine is about 14 cm². Approximately 85%–90% of this area is covered by very thin cortical bone, and only the peripheral 2–5 mm is made of cortical bone on the exterior wall of the vertebral body. Almost all of the current disc prostheses are designed so that the prosthetic endplates do not come in contact with this peripheral cortical shell. To make the prosthetic endplate come in contact with the peripheral cortical shell, the prosthetic endplate has to be greater than 14 cm² in area. This size may be impractical, requiring removal of entire annulus.

It is evident from our study that patients with osteopenia with BMD between normal and –1.5 SD will tolerate physiologic load even with a small prosthetic endplate. Patients with BMD below –2 SD will not tolerate the current generation of disc prostheses for physiologic load even with the largest size and should be excluded for disc arthroplasty. Patients with BMD between –1.5 SD and –2.0 SD will not tolerate small and medium-sized disc prostheses. These patients should be carefully evaluated preoperatively for the size of the vertebral endplates. Only patients with large vertebral bones that can receive the large disc prosthesis may be included for disc arthroplasty.

All patients should be evaluated preoperatively with BMD measurement. Patients with BMD of 1.5 SD below the average can be safely included for total disc arthroplasty. Patients with BMD of 1.5–2 SD below the average should be carefully evaluated for the appropriate size of the prosthesis the surgery, and patients with BMD of 2 SD or more below the average should be excluded for total disc arthroplasty.
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